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www.visitbratislava.com

unlimited travel by public transport
free admission to selected museums and galleries
free guided walking tour and much more
www.visitbratislava.com/bc
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Secret Door
to Bratislava
This guide offers a map of the hottest spots for visitors wishing to mingle with the town‘s cool kids, and
to explore and fully experience the local alternative
culture. If you‘re looking for really exceptional travel
experiences, this brochure invites you to all our stylish cafés, bistros, and restaurants with cozy atmosphere, and original home made specialties ranging
from heavenly comfort foods to super healthy vegan
meals, great coffee, as well as creative cocktails. You‘ll
get to discover brand new and legendary places, only
known to the well-informed ones. We want to introduce you to the best community spots, funky shops
with hand made products, and underground night
joints where you can meet the local trendsetters, be it
in design, art, music, food or fashion.
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EAT
01

Larger (and noisier) sister of the original Gorila.sk Urban Space
named Urban House presents customers with more food options,
a lot more comfortable chairs, plus a DJ stand, which makes it
a definite addition to a must visit list. Urban House puts an end
to local criesaboutthelack of interesting café/bistros in town.
The only thing better than the cool interior are the heavenly desserts, pizzas and breakfast. And the spacious communal tables
make Urban House irresistible for young hippeeps doing something fascinating on their Macs. The coffee comes not only in
many interesting varieties, but also prepared in one of the odd
machines straight from a sciencelab. Urban House is a specialty
coffee place. Urban House´s dog and kid-friendliness attracts
cute pups and parents with toddlers around the clock. Vegetarian
burgers available.

Laurinská 14
#wifi #large groups #drinks
#kid friendly #pet friendly
#great for meeting new people
#great “out of home office”
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www.urbanhouse.sk
MO – TH
FR – SA
SU

09:00 – 24:00
09:00 – 02:00
09:00 – 24:00

Grösslingová 26
#kid friendly #great for foodies
#coffee #drinks
#great for lunch
#wifi #attentive staff

EAT

Strong coffee, wide variety of tasty homemade lemonades, and
pretty good food: U Kubistu manages to impress even the pickiest
caffeine nerds and foodies amongst us. The tiny outdoor terrace
and attentive staff just make your day. Creative daily specials
accompany the stable food menu, while the chef only uses the
freshest of ingredients. His soups are to die for! And be warned:
getting addicted to Kubista‘s magical chickpea bread is inevitable... There‘s also unique wall art, a large selection of books and
magazines, and of course, strictly no Coca-Cola. A true heaven!
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www.ukubistu.sk

MO – FR 08:00 – 22:00
SA – SU 10:00 – 22:00
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EAT
03

#artwork #local art #souvenirs #coffee
#cakes #gluten-free #gift shop #café
#bake shop #cosy
6

Sedlárska 10
MO – SU 8:30 – 22:00

EAT

If you´re looking for a non-touristy place that caters to tourists,
look no more! A cosy café slash bake shop slash gift store Zeppelin offers hard to find stuff in top-notch quality. Souvernirs and
prezzies you´ll happily bring home are mostly folklore-themed
and they are all created by locals; so you are supporting Slovak
artists as well as buying something nice. The staff is attentive, almost doting, and there is a small summer terrace where you can
enjoy a well-prepared cappuccino. The biggest perk are the cakes
though – fresh home-made, juicy, wholesome; some of them even
gluten-free. Zeppelin is definitely a very cool airship. Stop by and
see for yourself.
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www.zeppelincafe.sk
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EAT
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Already a legend, Koun is a true gelateria run by a passionate local family, whose sole intention is to bring some proper Italian
sweetness to the local dull ice cream scene. The chef studied her
art at a prestigious Gelato Academy in Italy, and her love for ice
cream pours out of every inch of the charming parlor. You can get
a wide variety of flavors here, ranging from the more traditional
vanilla to a rather rare matcha or a forrest fruit with rocket. There
are no chemicals used in preparation; the ingredients are of the
highest quality only. And the nougat ice cream is truly heavenly…
The shop should get straight A´s for presentation, too: their frozen treats come as sweet brioches (in a form of a sandwich), or hot
waffles with cold gelato in wintertime. Get ready for (deservedly)
long waiting lines!

Paulínyho 1
#koun_gelato #gelato #ice-cream
#desserts #homemade
#top quality #long waiting lines
#great for first dates
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www.koun.sk
TU – TH
FR – SA
SU

11:00 – 20:00
11:00 – 21:00
11:00 – 20:00

Closed in winter season.

Palackého 4
#fast-food #local #organic
#budget #vegetarian options
#dog friendly

EAT

Some say these guys whip up the best burgers in town. They
proudly use natural ingredients: top-notch juicy meat sourced
from local farmers, superb chewy buns and secret homemade
mayo; all this for a reasonable price. Seasonal specials explore
adding various herbs, veggies or cheeses to the tender chunks of
meat. The atmosphere is laid back and cozy, and you can always
savor your delicious bun listening to some fine tunes.
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www.regalburger.eu

MO – SU 11:00 – 22:00
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EAT
06

#chefs table #dinner #fine dining #ala carte #tasting menu #experience
#good food #bistro #design #sour dough bread #breakfast #brunch #bakery
#vegan #coldpressed #lifestyle #open kitchen #foodies #teracce
#matcha latte #colddrip #wine #today I eat healthy #events #venue

Ventúrska 10
Restaurant and bar: TH - SA 18:00 - 24:00
(à la carte walk in, tasting menu upon reservation)
Juice Shop: MO - FR 9:30 - 18:00
Bistro: MO and SU 8:30 - 20:00, TU - SA 8:30 - 22:00
10

EAT

The best things come from within. Passion for excellence is the key
value. They are genuine. They have the talent and virtues to show.
They strive to offer quality in every aspect of what they do. Their
team at FACH is happy to provide our guests with the best service
and dining experience possible. Fach is a unique concept consisting of a restaurant and bar nestled among living trees, modern
bistro serving light dishes, great coffee and delicious home baked
bread and pastry, vegan juice shop with cold pressed juices and
colorful daily offer of food and elegant venue for events for up to
250 people. All this carrying common denominators which count
modernity, authenticity and quality.
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www.fachbratislava.sk
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EAT
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Slovak people love their soups. There‘s probably no pub or restaurant that wouldn‘t be serving hot chicken broth or tomato soup,
sometimes even instant or straight from a can! The passionate
owners of Soupa bistro decided to fight these soup rip-offs by offering proper homemade four different soups daily: some contain
meat, others are vegetarian, and they‘re all perfectly delectable.
Soupa also offers healthy salads and decadent cakes, muffins or
cookies, and is, above all, an extremely pleasant place to hang out
in. The cuisine is healthy, often inspired by world or modern European fare, regularly throwing traditional Slovak recipes to the
mix. During Tuesdays and Thursdays you can appreciate Indian
plate, full of taste of India. The interior is cooky and girly, fun and
bright, with fantastically inventive Slovak folk slash hip décor.

Kozia 11

#soup #lunch only #healthy eating
#light meals #cakes #cute interior
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www.sopupa.sk

MO – FR 07:30 – 19:00

Rajská 7
#good food #good for a date #wine
#lunch menu #kitchen opened late
#charming interior

EAT

Bistro St. Germain – there is always something to enjoy: fantastic
burgers with avocado salsa, cookies made in their own bakery,
lemonade from their own production, delicious wine, quality
craft beer - all this ensures that you will be glad to come back even
with your colleague, friend and grandmother. Although, the menu
in this bistro with French atmosphere is short, but everything is
prepared with care and love. The portions are generous and the
staff is friendly. Bistro St. Germain cares well for lovers of good
food, wine and beer. It is an ideal place for an informal date, if you
want to impress, but not to act stiff. The kitchen is opened until
11 pm!
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www.stgermain.sk

MO – FR 10:00 – 23:00
SA – SU 12:00 – 23:00
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EAT
09

Exceptional atmosphere with modern approach to traditional regional cuisine. The restaurant Sľuk is a nice place to stay outside of
the city rush, ideal for meeting your loved ones for a weekend lunch
or with business partners during the entire working week. It has
excellent accessibility with parking for up to 100 vehicles. Simple
modern interior with a touch of tradition and a capacity of 60 people, is also extended during the summer months with a spacious
terrace oriented to the Rusovský Park with a capacity of 50 people. They offer you a seasonal assortment of local suppliers, dishes made in a clay oven, own bread, a wide selection of drinks and
home-made lemonades, 100% Brazilian Arabica coffee roasted in
Banská Bystrica and wines from selected Slovak producers.

Balkánska 31
#new approach to traditional cuisine
#slovak meals #clay oven
#homemade food #local ingredients
#rusovsky park
14

www.restauraciasluk.sk

MO – SU 10:00 – 22:00

EAT

Who would not love pancakes? In Bratislava, you can find a number of them, but each with a different story and focus. The offer
is huge: classical sweet, big or small, but also salty pancakes. The
little pancake house Petite Crêperie on the Vysoká street brings all
kinds of street pancakes made of the finest ingredients, flavored
by the French atmosphere, served with love and smile on the face.
Petite Crêperie does not forget about gluten-free people or vegans. Thanks to the possibility of choosing buckwheat dough and
premium Slovak products, their pancakes can be enjoyed by
everyone. It’s up to you. And do not forget that Pancakes do not
make you fat, but happy.

10

Vysoká 22
#pancakes #petite creperie
#petite creperie bratislava
#streetfood #crepes #french

MO – FR 11:00 – 20:00
SA
12:00 – 20:00
15
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The Fresh Market is an ideal place for lovers of good food and
healthy lifestyle. Under one roof you will find shops with Slovak
and foreign delicacies, paleo or gluten-free food, eco-cosmetics
and drugstores, as well as package free concepts. Upstairs you can
choose from numerous restaurants focused on Slovak, vegetarian
or foreign cuisine, while on the ground floor farmers offer local
vegetables and fruits. In Fresh Market you can not only enjoy coffee, but also wine, beer or fresh juice. Fresh Market has its own
parking lot.

Rožňavská 1A
#quality food #healthy food
#breakfast #lunch #dinner
#coffee and cake #takeaway #events
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www.freshmarket.sk

MO – FR 08:00 – 19:00
SA
08:00 – 16:00

www.zeitlos.sk
Zámocké schody 5
#be zeitlos #lunch #dinner
#healthy eating #local food
#clubbing #atmosfere

EAT

Zeitlos is the perfect place to have lunch, dinner, drinks after work
and before heading out to the city. Chef´s specialties are popular
home-made meals, including burgers, wraps, salads, various
specials, daily offers and much more. They pay close attention to
the selection of food suppliers while ensuring freshness of the ingredients and, above all, support local producers. They also offer
variants for vegans or vegetarians. In our wide range of cocktails,
you will find carefully prepared mixed drinks, from classic to wellknown beverages to which our bartenders will add their heart and
soul. Various craft beers and seasonal specials are offered. Over
the weekend, you can enjoy the best music of different resident
DJs. But make sure for yourself. Visit us and try to find out what it
is like to get lost in time.
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November – February
MO – TH 17:00 – 24:00
FR –SA
11:00 – 04:00
SU
11:00 – 24:00
kitchen opened till midnight
March – October
MO – TH 11:30 – 24:00
FR – SA 11:30 – 04:00
SU
11:30 – 24:00
kitchen opened till 22h
17

TEA AND COFFEE
13

Cafés in central Europe often overlook clients who are trying to
stay fit: the cakes are too sugary, there‘s no decaf coffee, try asking for soy milk and they will laugh you off. The wonderful WCAFE is committed to providing even the most health-conscious
guests with plenty of options: there‘s the organic tea, the super
healthy salads, even the raw food cakes. The fresh pastries are
nicely complimented by vegetable soups. All this in an inventive,
warm interior full of plants with a hint of Scandinavian aesthetics, served by competent and discreet members of the staff. And
get this: the coffee here is simply superb; from strong espressos to
smooth creamy cappuccinos; the baristas are properly trained in
the coffee prep art. It seems it does not get any better than this…

Grösslingová 62
#coffee #organic tea
#soup #pet friendly
#friendly staff #cute interior
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www.wcafe.sk
MO – FR 7:30 – 22:00
SA
9:00 – 14:00
SU
9:00 – 14:00

Grösslingová 49
#books #tea tastings
#homemade cakes #cozy
#lazy afternoon

TEA AND COFFEE

If you‘re serious about your tea, you cannot miss out on this teeny tea room hidden in a quiet street. These guys are traveling all
around the world to meet farmers and search for the best teas.
They meticulously hand-pick all the teas on offer, preparing them
with the utmost care, using specially filtered water and exactly
the right temperature. You can also come to one of their wonderful
tea tasting parties to sample some of the best exotic teas of this
world. The good news is, you probably won‘t feel intimidated, as
Literárna čajovňa chose to decorate their premises in simple and
cozy fashion, instead of creating the oh-so-popular faux-Asian
space where you need to bow, whisper and sit barefoot. And just
as they‘re crazy about tea, they‘re also pretty into reading; lots of
interesting books are around to pick through.
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www.literarnacajovna.sk

MO – FR 10:00 – 22:00
SA – SU 14:00 – 22:00
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TEA AND COFFEE
15

Every day can be even more beautiful when you make it pleasant
with lavender-scented coffee. The cozy coffee-bar Lavender Café in
the center of the town has, in addition to a wide range of hot, cold,
alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, many luscious “morsels”
in its offer. Dreams are the biggest driver of our time, driving café
owners forward and forcing us to make them reality. This dream
brought café owners to the point in which they have created a place
where people rest, enjoy a moment to have a pause and relax in these
hurried times. They were sitting around having an early lavender tea
and contemplating the name. Since that morning, they have had lavender in the name, design and beverages, simply everywhere. Many
of the accessories around our guest reminds them of grandparents,
neighbors, aunts and acquaintances. “Wherever they look, there
is a memory...”

Obchodná 66
#lavender #lavender cake
#lavender limonade
#yard market #handmade shop
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www.levandulovakaviaren.sk

MO – FR 9:00 – 20:00

TEA AND COFFEE

Pán Králiček („Mr. Rabbit“) is a true coffee lover who brings his
favorite beverage to his many fans directly in the streets. His vintage
three-wheeled vehicle carries a super-powerful Francino machine
responsible for many happy caffeinated smiles of his daily customers. The freshly roasted magic beans come from Brasil, and educated staff know how to make a proper Espresso. You can find the stand
on Poštová street from Monday to Sunday, and on Šafárikovo square
from Monday to Friday.
Mr. Rabbit‘s hot competition rides on wheels, too. The Coffee
Brothers quickly became popular after spreading their old-school
carriages around town, offering just as tasty coffee as their older
counterpart. They play the retro card really well: sipping from their
tasty brew ground in a vintage-style La Pavoni machine will almost
take you back in time… Coffee Brothers are usually to be found on
Laurinská street, in OC Centrál or at Rázusovo nábrežie.
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www.pankralicek.sk
www.coffeebrothers.sk

#coffee #take-away
#decaf #street vendors
#top quality #espressos

Pán Králiček opening hours:
Poštová street
MO - SU 8:00-17:00
Šafárikovo square MO - FR 8:00-16:00
The Coffee Brothers:
MO - FR 8:00 - 19:00
SA - SU 10:00 - 19:30
21
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TEA AND COFFEE

Námestie SNP 8
#coffee #bratislava rolls
#Messerschmidt #museum
#breakfast #strudel

TEA AND COFFEE

While enjoying a cup of fine coffee or hot chocolate and indulging in delicious Bratislavské rožky, traditional Bratislava pastry rolls, you can see some plaster casts of the Character Heads.
The F. X. Messerschmidt Café houses also the Museum of November 17, documenting the events of the Velvet Revolution and
our struggle for freedom and democracy in 1989. The location
of the Museum on Námestie SNP Square is rather symbolic as
it was this square where the major rallies took place during the
revolution for freedom.

17

www.messerschmidt.sk
MO – WE 8:00 – 22:00
TH – SA 8:00 – 23:00
SU
8:30 – 21:00
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TEA AND COFFEE
18

Slovak people are coffee lovers and the coffee culture is experiencing big boom in the last few years. Therefore if you are looking for a
place where the irresistible smell of fresh coffee just hits you at the
front door, a place where a cup of coffee cheers up your taste buds
so they totally forget about your last lunch at grannies place, then
the KAFEHAUS coffeeshops is the right place. You’ll find there over
40 species of best gourmet plantation coffees Barzzuz, which are
roasted in the very heart of Slovakia. If you fall in love with Barzzuz
coffee you can buy a sack of 250g and take it home. The coffeeshops
also offer freshly homemade cakes as well as alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. And if you struggle with choosing from the amount
of coffees they have, don’t hesitate, the skilled baristas will be definitely helpful.

Chain of KAFEHAUS coffee shops
Lumière, Špitálska 4
Freshmarket, Rožňavská 1A
Palackého, Palackého 6
Fertucha, Zuzany Chalupovej 3

#coffee #coffeeshop #gourmet coffee
#kafehaus #fresh coffee #slovak coffee
24

www.kafehaus.sk
MO – FR 7:30 – 22:00
SA
9:00 – 14:00
SU
9:00 – 14:00

Laurinská 3
#mondieu cafe #weekly lunch specials
#healthy eating #light meals #cakes
#chocolate #chocolaterie #great cofee
#best salads

TEA AND COFFEE

Mondieu FRANCHISÉ No. 1. is a new and original gastro concept that originated as the first franchise business of the growing
Mondieu café–bistro network. It differs from other businesses
particularly in that it is not merely a classic bistro, but also one in
which they try to focus on top–quality gastronomy, modern, little-used cooking procedures, but at the same time they return to
old methods of processing raw materials, such as fermentation.
Mondieu FRANCHISÉ No. 1. is a pleasant location where good
food and beverages are prepared according to local recipes with
a pleasant atmosphere, and a unique experience. Bon appétit.
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www.mondieu.sk
MO – WE 8:00 – 22:00
TH – SA 8:00 – 23:00
SU
8:30 – 21:00
25
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SPORTS & RECREATION

SPORTS & RECREATION

Believe us, this is not your typical tour of the town. The guys
from Authentic Slovakia not only show their passion for history,
but also bring the real deal: the hidden spots, the secrets only
known to locals,the unique places off the beaten path. They invite you on an exciting journey through the local post-socialism
world, skillfully bridging the past with the present with their
in-depth, insightful explanations, while giving you a taste of the
country; even literally, with popular Slovak specialties in form of
local treats. If you want to avoid falling into tourist traps, let these
fun tour guides drive you in an ancient car to places which are simply not on the map.

20

www.authenticslovakia.com

#tour of town #off the beaten path
#unique #hidden spots #authentic
#adventure

Michalská 3
27

SPORTS & RECREATION
21

Horná stanica (The Upper Station) is a family restaurant offering
traditional Slovak home-made meals. The atmosphere is enhanced by the stove and the cozy interior. Although we are located
in the capital city on a hill, after entering the hut and looking at the
wooden interior you will feel very pleasant, as if you were on the
mountains in a mountain hut. From the terrace there is a beautiful
view of the small Carpathian scenery (to the valley). The mountain hut is located in a peaceful forest environment, with fresh air
and pleasant weather in every season. If you visit the place, you
will be offered warm home-made tea in winter or refreshing draft
beer and „Kofola drink“ in the summer. We are looking forward
to your visit.

Kamzík – forest
#horna stanica
#mountain hut #slovak food
#good food #nature #forest
#relax #chill
28

www.hornastanica.sk

TU – FR 10:00 – 20:00
SA – SU 9:00 – 20:00

Lesná 1
#nature #coffee
#atmosphere #cakes
#comfy interior #summer terrace

SPORTS & RECREATION

The cafe is located in the green heart of Bratislava - Horský
park. It is a place, where one shouldn’t be in hurry. It is a part
of long term work of Foundation Horsky park, with which it
cooperates closely from 2014. Its philosophy is to elevate the
wonderful place it is situated in, with the quality of products and
services. The cafe surrounded by the park, which is beautiful in
every season, is trying to offer typical products from the history
of Bratislava like Bratislava rolls . You will also find wide array of
other cakes, fantastic salty bacon snacks, great organic coffee,
good variety of tees, draft beer, selected wines and interesting
selection of alcohol.
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www.horaren.sk

MO – FR
SA – SU

10:00 – 20:00
9:00 – 20:00
29

SHOPPING
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#jewelry #accessories #fashion
#interior design #original designs
#Slovak designers #Czech designers
#gifts #local design
30

SHOPPING

slávica is a unique local design shop located right in the heart of
the Old Town of Bratislava. Each product is carefully selected for
the store to offer beautifully made and unique pieces of the highest quality. They are on a constant hunt to discover new talent and
bring a range of clothes, jewellery, bags, shoes, ceramics and
other accessories made with passion in the workshops of Slovak
and Czech designers. Personal approach to our customers and designers is essential to shop’s atmosphere. The store won first place
in the CEZAAR 2016 Architecture Prize in the Interior category.

23

info@slavicadesign.sk

Laurinská 19
MO – FR 11:00 – 20:00
SA
11:00 – 17:00
31

SHOPPING
24

Curated handpicked pieces from local and international fashion brands. Everything from minimalistic Scandinavian style to
streetstyle, sneakers, accessories, upcoming Slovak and European brands but also a well-balanced selection from global fashion brands. Affordable prices, nice downtown boutique atmosphere, unique selection with a focus on quality and sustainability.
This and lot more is Slowatch. A must to visit when in Bratislava.

Laurinská 19
#fashion #concept store
#urban style #analog photography
#custom bicycles and accessories
#magazines and books
32

www.slowatch.sk

MO – FR 11:00 – 19:00
SA
13:00 – 19:00

Laurinská 19
#clothing #gifts
#design studio #t-shirts
#tote bags #kids clothes

SHOPPING

Spend a day in Bratislava and you‘ll bump into at least one person in a Kompot shirt. They‘re that popular! The original Slovak brand Kompot produces t-shirts and other apparel with
hilarious slogans referencing local trivia, retro literature and
TV shows, using clever wordplay and irony. Unless they‘re
explained to you by someone with intimate knowledge of local
humor, you might be mostly confused by the signs, but some are
definitely internationally understandable. For what it‘s worth,
they make a great gift; plus there‘s also humorous kid‘s clothing
available. The shirts are durable and come in nice colors.

25

www.kompot.sk

TU – SA 10:30 – 19:00
SU
11:00 – 19:00
33

COMMUNITY PLACES
26

Dobrý trh („The Good Market“) is an event that happens only
three times a year, but it‘s definitely worth a mention. It attracts a
colorful, vibrant crowd with its plentiful offer of delicious street
food, vintage and new clothes, books and knick-knacks, and even
services; but first and foremost with its powerful community atmosphere. You will certainly bump into everyone you know! A
fresh start is usually taken care of by the local yoga studios, so
head there early to secure a spot. Continue with a healthy snack
and strong coffee, while perusing the old vinyls and hand-made
jewelry. Later enjoy a music production by a local band, sample a
couple of spicy sausages and a glass of wine. Finish your day with
a theatre performance, or drinks with friends in one of the involved
cafés. Dobrý trh is also very kid- and animal-friendly.

Jakubovo námestie,
Panenská Street
or Old market hall

#market #community
#great atmosphere #Slovak food
#pet friendly #kid friendly
34

www.dobrytrh.sk

MO – SU 10:00 – 17:00

Námestie SNP 25
#community #market
#deli #specialties
#festivals #great for meeting the locals

COMMUNITY PLACES

This amazing historical building in the heart of the city centre struggled with a sustainable working concept for decades. Now it‘s finally
becoming a staple of the bustling shopping and arts scene, with its
rich line-up ranging from regular food or design markets, to various
gastronomic, social and cultural events. Check out the program online so you are in the know; Tržnica is open for events only, though
you can visit the bussinesses on its perimeter daily; there’s a café,
a bistro, a pub and an electronic cars and bicycles rental in operation daily. If you want to experience this unique space properly,
definitely don‘t miss out on one of the wildly popular Saturday
market gatherings , famous not only for fresh fruits and veggies, but
also for loads of hard-to-find organic products and cheese, wine or
honey from local farmers. There‘s also hot street food at hand: for
meat-eaters and vegetarians alike, and the powerful community atmosphere is quite inimitable.
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www.staratrznica.sk

TU – SA 10:30 – 19:00
SU
11:00 – 19:00
35

COMMUNITY PLACES
28

Cultural and creative centre Nová Cvernovka is a space filled with ateliers of artists,
painters, graphic designers, architects,
photographers and other creatives. These are
complemented by a coworking space, local
design stores, library and a place to eat and
drink. You can also come for various cultural events such as concerts, theatre, for both
kids and adults, discussions as well as enjoy
creative workshops and exibitions.

Račianska 78
#concerts #theatre
#workshops #exhibition
#local desing stores #coworking
36

www.novacvernovka.eu
MO – FR

8:00 – 22:00

Outside of the opening hours,
check the current program of
activities at the centre

Nedbalova 3
#late night bar #parties
#community spot #cheap
#open daily #craft beer

COMMUNITY PLACES

Here you will not get bored! The Danube Cultural Center is located on the 4th floor of a well-known department store in the center
of Bratislava. The program is varied and suitable for all ages - during the week you can visit various discussions, lectures, movie
evenings or language cafe. During the weekend, you can dance at
great parties (hiphop, balkan, swing, retro, drum & bass) and concerts of domestic or foreign artists. If you just want to sit and chill
out, there is an industrial bar area available and a large terrace with
stunning views of the old town and the castle. You will enjoy beers
from a partner brewery, home-made lemonades and various mixed
drinks. Attention, the Danube Bar does not sleep at night! Not only
during the weekend, but also during the week, the bar is open until
late night hours.

29

www.kcdunaj.sk

Open daily from 4pm until
the late evening hours.
On Sunday until midnight.

37

WINE
30

Apponyiho palác - Múzeum
vinohradníctva, Radničná 1
38

WINE

Slovak National Collection of Wines is an outstanding, classy space
dedicated to promoting high quality wines from the Slovak region,
offering tastings and education for discerning wine connoisseurs.
The National Wine Salon is also the highest wine competiton in
Slovakia, representing 100 top wines from Slovakia in a beautiful
place of Museum of Viticulture from 18th century. Slovak wines of
21st century are of high quality and getting recognition at international competitons worldwide. The tastings are open for public, and
comprise of your choice of either 2, 4, 8, wine samples. The most
popular program is 72 wines in 100 minutes, where you can deeply
explore Slovak Viticulture. You can also enjoy events organized by
Wine Salon on monthly bases – more info: www.salonvin.sk
The beautifully displayed wine bottles can be not only sampled, but
also bought as a present. If wine is your beverage of choice, you can‘t
go wrong with heading here.
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www.salonvin.sk
#wine #sampling #tastings #serious
wine lovers #classy #good value
#viticulture #museum of viticulture

TU – SA
FR
booking required

10:00 – 18:00
10:00 – 18:00
18:00 – 23.00
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WINE
31

Winery and wine shop Paleta in Karlova Ves is a place where they
share the passion for good Slovak non-commercial wine, homemade delicacies, Ethiopian coffee and craft beer. The greatest wish
was to implement new ideas in a “hand-made” space, where you
will feel cozy, find new inspiration and have fun with your friends.
Paleta is a place where you can fall in love with Slovak wine.

Ladislava Sáru 4/a
#wine #craft beer
#craft wine #light meals
#coffee #nice interior
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www.paletavinaren.sk
MO – TH
FR
SA
SU

14:00 – 22:00
14:00 – 24:00
15:00 – 24:00
15:00 – 24:00

WINE

If you are looking for a nice place to sit down with good friends
or just want to buy a bottle of quality wine, you are at the right
address. Whether you are in a couple or with friends, whether
you like wine or you prefer good coffee, they have something for
everyone. Add something small to eat and an enjoyable evening at
this winery can start. You can choose from a wide range of Slovak
and foreign wine-makers in different price categories. Of course,
there is also the option to pay by card. Almost every Wednesday
tastings open to the public are organized, and you can look at their
FB site and register in advance. It’s a great way to taste several
wines during one evening and pick the ones you like and buy it at
a discounted price. Up to 40 people can fit in the winery and they
will also be happy to provide catering.
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Sienkiewiczova 2
#wine #tasting
#terrace #tapas #tea and coffee
#perfect atmosphere

MO – FR
SA

11:00 - 22:00
15:00 - 22:00
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WINE
33

Pinot u Bruna is a small family place located in the vicinity of St.
Martin´s Cathedral. In a pleasant, quiet environment it offers not
too varied, but good selection of beverages and meals according
to the idea of the owners. They prefer natural wines from small
viticulturalists, crafts breweries and non-alcoholic beverages
from domestic production. The kitchen is simple, inspired by
local recipes. The declared specialty of the house is Halászlé fish soup. If you’re lucky enough, you’ll be here to experience one
of Bruno’s friends cooking skills.

Rudnayovo námestie 2
#wine #tastings #good food
#great for groups #wine parties
#classy
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Winter season:
MO-SA 18:oo – 23:oo
SU
closed
Summer season:
MO-SA 14:oo – 23:oo
SU
closed

VEGETARIAN & GLUTEN FREE

VEG LIFE
Metropol, Mickiewiczova 18
MO – FR
11.00 - 17.00
Westend Gate, Dúbravská cesta 14
MO – FRI 11.00 - 16.00
Fresh Market, Rožňavská 1A
MO – FR
11.00 - 19.00
SA
11.00 - 16.00
Prievozská 10
MO – FR
11.00 - 17.00
Blumental Offices, Mýtna 48
MO – FR
11.00 - 16.00
FUNKI PUNKI
Klariská 12
MO – FR
10.00 – 22.00
SA – SU
12.00 – 22.00
GÓVINDA
Obchodná 30
MO – FR
10.30 – 16.30
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1. Urban House | 2. U Kubistu | 3. Zeppelin Café | 4. Koun Gelato | 5. Regal Burger | 6.
11. Fresh Market | 12. Zeitlos Bar&Grill | 13. WCAFE | 14. Literárna čajovňa a kaviare
Messerschmidt - Bratislavská kaviareň | 18. KAFEHAUS | 19. Mondieu Franchisé No.
24. Slowatch | 25. Kompot | 26. Dobrý trh | 27. Stará tržnica | 28. Nová Cvernovka | 29
32. Vinotéka pri Modrom kostolíku | 33. Pinot u Bruna
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6 27

23 24

14
25

2

32

9

FACH | 7. Soupa | 8. Bistro St. Germain | 9. Reštaurácia Sľuk | 10. Petite Crêperie |
eň | 15. Levanduľová kaviareň | 16. Pán Králiček & Coffee Brothers | 17. Franz Xaver
1 | 20. Authentic Slovakia | 21. Horná stanica | 22. Libresso Horáreň | 23. slávica |
9. KC Dunaj | 30. Slovak Collection of Wines | 31. Paleta - karloveská vináreň |

13

Connect to free wifi VisitBratislava

unlimited travel by public transport
free admission to selected museums and galleries
free guided walking tour and much more
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Bratislava Tourist Board
Primaciálne nám. 1
P. O. BOX 349
810 00 Bratislava
btb@visitbratislava.com
www.visitbratislava.com

Tourist Information Centre
Klobučnícka 2, daily 9:00 – 19:00
SK-811 01 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 16 186
Tel.: +421 2 5935 6651
touristinfo@visitbratislava.com
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